

Industry Recommended Practice. Absent specific local guidance or policy on traffic
study area, the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) provides guidance on
selection of an appropriate study area for traffic impact analyses in the ITE
Transportation Planning Handbook, 4th Edition and the ITE Transportation Impact
Analyses for Site Development (2010). ITE recommended practice in the case of
Surfside Crossing 40B (for either the full build 156 units or the potential 100‐unit
reduced build scenario) limits the area to site access and major intersections located
within 1,000 feet from Site access.



MassDOT Traffic Study Guidelines. Another reference to consider in selecting a study
area is MassDOT’s Traffic Study Guidelines. MDM emphasizes that MassDOT
jurisdiction does not apply in this case; however, application of these guidelines
would include only those locations that sustain traffic increases of 100 vehicles or
more than a 5 percent increase in volume. The relative traffic increases for a 156‐unit
project at intersections beyond Surfside Road/South Shore Road/Fairgrounds Road
represent fewer than 65 vehicles and less than a 5 percent change in traffic over No
Build conditions. The reduced build scenario (100 units) represents less that a 3
percent change in traffic over No Build conditions beyond the Surfside Road/South
Shore Road/Fairgrounds Road.



Modest Relative Traffic Increases. Project traffic increases at all locations fall within
observed day‐to‐day fluctuation in area traffic during summertime conditions.
Comparison of summertime traffic data as documented in the July 2018 TIAS and
the BETA study for the months of June and August 2018 (June 28, August 2 and
August 16) indicate that peak hour traffic along Surfside Road alone can vary by
over 100 vehicles per hour during peak hours from one day to the next. MDM
further notes a similar trend on Fairgrounds Road, which MassDOT provides hourly
counts for August 2017. These data indicate hourly traffic volume variation of up to
86 vehicles during peak hours from one day to the next (see Attachments).
Additional intersection locations beyond those included in the July 2018 TIAS would
not sustain a material impact from the Project and represent locations that have
already been the subject of study and mitigation by the Town independent of the
Project.

2. Study Horizon Year: BETA selects a 7‐year horizon for analysis versus the 5‐year
horizon used in the July 2018 TIAS. Use of the 5‐year horizon is appropriate in this case
and is consistent with industry practices for projects subject to local jurisdiction and
review. TetraTech, the Town peer reviewer, concurs and specifically cites in their
August 17, 2018 letter that “…the five‐year planning horizon used in the TIA is consistent

with industry‐standard guidelines published by the Institute of Transportation Engineers
in Transportation Planning Handbook, 4th Edition. Since the study area intersection is
under local (Town) jurisdiction, a five‐year planning horizon is appropriate.”
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3. Peak Season Volumes. BETA utilizes the highest documented summertime volume
conditions in its analysis (August 2, 2018). Industry practice is to use volume conditions
that are reasonably representative of typical or average conditions (whether these
conditions occur during a peak season or during average month conditions).
Accordingly, collected traffic data should avoid days or periods that are likely to have
skewed or atypical conditions (such as Mondays or Fridays) or that in this case rely on a
single peak season/peak day condition that is known to significantly vary throughout
the season. Accordingly, the July 2018 TIAS analysis and subsequent MDM technical
response memorandum of September 2018 are based on peak summertime conditions as
averaged among all available data collected during the summertime period including
June 28, August 2 and August 16 2018. This methodology best represents average
summertime design conditions at the study intersections rather than a single summer
day condition that is known to be among the single highest activity days of the entire
year on Nantucket. The averaged peak summertime volumes used in the July 2018 TIAS
and September 2018 response memorandum therefore properly account for average
peak season conditions that accounts for known day‐to‐day variability in volume during
summertime that occur on Nantucket.
4. Capacity Analysis Assumptions. The BETA TIAS assumes the use of individual
intersection approach peak hour factors (PHFs) rather than an observed single
intersection peak hour factor. The July 2018 TIAS and September 2018 response
memorandum analyses use peak hour factors for the entire intersection (rather than for
individual approached) that conforms with the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM)
procedures. As outlined in the HCM 2010 Edition,
“The use of a single peak hour factor for the entire intersection is intended to
avoid the likelihood of creating demand scenarios with conflicting volumes that
are disproportionate to the actual volumes during the 15‐min analysis period. If
peak hour factors for each individual approach or movement are used, they are
likely to generate demand volumes from one 15‐min period that are in apparent
conflict with demand volumes from another 15‐min period, whereas in reality
these peak volumes do not occur at the same time.”
The use of individual approach PHFs result in design‐hour volumes in the BETA TIAS
capacity analysis that are significantly inflated relative to actual observed peak hourly
volumes – by as much as 16 percent (i.e., by a factor nearly twice that of Surfside
Crossing traffic increases for a 156‐unit development scenario). This assumption and the
resulting inflated (and unrealistic) volume conditions are inconsistent with
recommended HCM procedures.
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5. Background Growth Assumptions. Annualized growth factors applied in the July 2018
TIAS were confirmed with Nantucket Planning as reasonable and account for peripheral
trip activity associated with other area background projects. In addition to annualized
growth, the BETA TIAS assumes additional trip activity from the Richmond Great Point
development and the Ticcoma Green 40B development (a project that is under appeal
and for which no traffic study is available). The assignment of these trips to the Surfside
Road/South Shore Road/Fairgrounds Road (particularly for Richmond Great Point) in
the opinion of MDM highly conservative. Specifically, BETA assumes that all of the 15
percent of Richmond Great Point trips assigned to Fairgrounds Road per the traffic
study for that project travel exclusively through Surfside Road/South Shore
Road/Fairgrounds Road. This not only “double counts” the likely trip increases from
background projects already accounted for in the annualized growth factor, it ignores
the likelihood that alternative and more direct routes are used for likely destinations
(such as downtown or surfside beaches). The resulting trip paths associated with
Richmond Great Point are not entirely supported by simply applying “overall
distribution of traffic in the area”.
6. Inflated Capacity Analysis Results. As documented in the MDM September 2018
memorandum, relative traffic impacts of Surfside Crossing (whether at 156 full‐build or
100‐unit reduced build scenarios) at even the most impacted intersection of Surfside
Road/South Shore Road/Fairgrounds Road are modest and do not result in a material
degradation of level‐of‐service relative to No‐Build conditions. As documented in the
MDM September 2018 memorandum, delay increases at this intersection under
averaged peak summertime conditions range from 1 to 6 seconds for any intersection
approach.
Conversely, traffic assumptions employed in the BETA TIAS unreasonably inflate
volume conditions at study intersections; inflated volume conditions that grossly
misrepresent impacts from even the modest traffic increases of Surfside Crossing. These
assumptions include seasonal volumes from a single highest summer day count, use of a
7‐year horizon, inclusion of additional background projects already accounted for in
annualized growth assumptions, and use of peak hour factors that result in conflicting
intersection volumes that are disproportionate to the actual volumes during the 15‐min
analysis period at the intersection.
The BETA TIAS capacity analysis results do not
reasonably represent the likely impact of adding less than two additional vehicles at the
intersection per minute. Specifically, the BETA TIAS estimates delay increases of 20 to 69
seconds at Surfside Road/South Shore Road/Fairgrounds Road – a doubling of delay for
certain approaches relative to “No Build” conditions. The BETA highly conservative
analytical assumptions conflate to produce unreasonable volumes at study intersections
with capacity results that do not reasonably reflect likely project impacts.
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7. Sensitivity Analysis. A sensitivity analysis has been prepared by MDM that serves as
an additional point of reference for quantifying relative trip impacts of the Surfside
Crossing project under highly conservative volume conditions. The analysis assumes
the following:





BETA count data for August 2, 2018 to reflect a worst‐case analysis scenario
A 5‐year horizon for future year conditions
Background growth to include Ticcoma Green and Richmond Great Point
A single intersection peak hour factor, consistent with HCM procedures

Traffic volume networks for the Baseline, No‐Build, Reduced Build (100 units), and Full
Build (156 units) are provided in the Attachments for the weekday morning and
weekday evening peak hours. Level‐of‐Service (LOS) and vehicle queue analyses were
conducted for the 2018 Baseline, 2023 No‐Build, 2023 Reduced Build (100 units), and
2023 Full Build (156 units) conditions for the study intersection of Surfside Crossing at
Surfside Road/Fairgrounds Road/South Shore Road. The results of the intersection
capacity are summarized below in Table 1. Detailed analysis results are presented in
the Attachments.
As summarized in Table 1, even under highly conservative peak‐day/peak season
conditions the relative impact of the Surfside Crossing development results in modest
relative delay and vehicle queue increases that do no independently warrant mitigative
action:

□ Capacity Analysis Results – Peak Weekday/Peak Season.

Under future conditions,
capacity analyses indicate that the Surfside Road intersection with Fairgrounds Road
and South Shore Road will operate with long delays during weekday evening peak
hour under peak weekday/peak season conditions, specifically, for the eastbound
Surfside Road and southbound Fairgrounds Road approaches to the intersection.
The incremental traffic associated with the proposed development (1 to 2 additional
trips per minute through the adjacent all‐way STOP intersection of Surfside Road at
Fairgrounds Road/South Shore Road during the peak commute hours) is not
expected to materially impact operating conditions at the intersection compared to
No‐Build conditions.

□ Vehicle Queue Results. The 95th percentile vehicle queues at the study intersections
will generally be contained within available storage lanes during peak hours.
During peak hours under peak summer conditions the eastbound Surfside Road
approach and southbound Fairgrounds Road approach will have No‐Build queues
that are manageable which extend between one and two hundred feet from the
intersection. The project will not significantly change queue lengths compared to
No‐Build conditions and will generally result in an increase of 2 vehicles or less on
all approaches.
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TABLE 1
INTERSECTION CAPACITY ANALYSIS RESULTS – PEAK WEEKDAY/PEAK SEASON SENSITIVTY ANALYSIS
SURFSIDE ROAD AT FAIRGEOUNDS ROAD/SOUTH SHORE ROAD
2023 Reduced Build
2023 No‐Build

2018 BETA Existing
Period

Approach

v/c

Delay

Weekday
Morning Peak
Hour

Surfside EB
Surfside WB
South Shore
Fairgrounds

0.71
0.40
0.29
0.53

22
13
12
16

Weekday
Evening Peak
Hour

1

Surfside EB
0.78
28
22
Surfside WB
0.68
13
South Shore
0.24
22
Fairgrounds
0.68
1Volume‐to‐capacity ratio
2Average control delay per vehicle (in seconds)
3Level of service
4n/a = not applicable
595th Percentile Vehicle Queue (in vehicles)

2

LOS

3

95 % Q
th

5

2023 Full Build

(100 Units)

(156 Units)

v/c

Delay

LOS

95 % Q

v/c

Delay

LOS

95 % Q

v/c

Delay

LOS

95th % Q

th

th

C
B
B
C

6
2
1
3

0.79
0.46
0.32
0.64

30
15
14
20

D
B
B
C

8
2
1
5

0.86
0.49
0.44
0.69

39
17
16
24

E
C
C
C

9
3
2
5

0.89
0.52
0.51
0.72

45
18
18
26

E
C
C
D

10
3
3
6

D
C
B
C

7
5
1
5

0.92
0.81
0.29
0.82

50
33
15
35

F
D
C
E

11
8
1
8

>1.0
0.86
0.40
0.89

>50
43
18
48

F
E
C
E

13
9
2
10

>1.0
0.89
0.42
0.93

>50
47
19
>50

F
E
C
F

13
10
2
11
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In conclusion, MDM finds that the proposed Surfside Crossing 40B development, whether
developed at 156 units or 100 units, represents a modest traffic generator that has immaterial
impacts to study intersections. Sensitivity analysis as presented herein, which relies on highly
conservative summertime volume conditions per the BETA counts conducted on August 2,
2018, results in the same finding and conclusions. Project traffic impacts do not independently
warrant the need for mitigative actions at study intersections beyond those identified in the July
2018 TIAS.
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